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1. Introduction
Existential constructions are constructions with non-canonical
morphosyntax which express a proposition about the existence or
the presence of someone or something in a context (Francez 2007,
McNally 2011: 1830). They are formed as in (1).
(1)

(Expletive) (proform) (copula) pivot (coda)

Following a tradition which is well established in the semantic
literature, we use the term pivot to refer to the noun phrase which, in
English existentials, occurs in immediately post-copular position. The
pivot can be followed by a coda, i.e., an addition, for example a locative
phrase. The existential constructions of some languages also exhibit a
putatively adverbial form, which can be etymologically locative. This
is referred to here as the proform. Only the pivot is universally available, and obligatory, in existential constructions. The other components
of the construction may not be present. In (2) we provide examples of
existentials in English, Italian, French and Spanish. Observe that the
Spanish existential copula exhibits a lexicalized postcopular proform
(2d).
(2)

are

some books		

on the

		
proform

a. There

copula

pivot			

coda

dei			

libri sul

		
proform

be.3pl

some		

books

on-the table

livres sur

la table (French)

proform

have.3sg

some

books

on 		

the table

some 		

books

on 			

the table

b. Ci		sono
c. Il		

		
expletive

y		

d. Hay				

		have.3sg-proform

a			

unos		

des

table			

(English)

tavolo			 (Italian)

libros sobre			la mesa (Spanish)

		 ‘There are some books on the table’
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The linear order of the components of the existential construction
can also vary across languages. Codas can occur in initial position, as is
shown by the following examples from Brazilian Portuguese, where “the
locative phrase must be realized in subject position” (Avelar 2009: 169).
(3)

a. No centro da

		

cidade tinha

in-the centre of-the city		

had		

um engarrafamento enorme
a

traffic jam		

		 ‘There was a big traffic jam in downtown’
b. Na		locadora		tem
		

in-the		

movie store		

has		

big

filmes		

ótimos em promoção

movies		

excellent on

sale

		 ‘There are excellent movies on sale in the movie store.’

Across languages, the pivot tends not to take the default syntactic position, or the marking, of topics, as is suggested by the contrast
between the Japanese construction in (4a), which is an existential
construction, and those in (4b-c). Rather, the pivot normally occurs in
the position of foci or direct objects.
(4)

a. Koko-ni		hon-ga		ar-u							

		here-loc		

(Japanese)

book.nom		 exist(inanimate)-non-pst

		 ‘There is a book here’
b. *Koko-ni
		

here- loc		

hon-wa		

ar-u

book-top		 exist(inanimate)-non-pst

c. Ano			hon-ga		koko-ni		ar-u
		that			book.nom		 here-loc		 exist(inanimate)-non-pst

		 ‘That book is here’
		 (Kyoko Toratani, p.c.)

In the languages which do not exhibit fixed word order in existential constructions, the variation in word order tends to correlate
with variation in information structure.
Within an influential syntactic approach, the existential structure is a reduced sentence expressing a subject-predicate relation
(Stowell 1978, Chomsky 1981, Safir 1982, Moro 1997), the coda being
the predicate of the construction. According to this approach, the existential structure is a small clause, and the underlying structure of an
existential is the same as that of a copular sentence (Freeze 1992).1
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(5)		be

[ SC PIVOTSUBJECT CODAPREDICATE ]

		

S
		

there

VP

			
			

V
be

		

SC

		

			

NPpivot

XPcoda

In some studies, a Predicate Phrase (PP) is formally used to
represent the predicate relation assumed to hold in the existential
construction (Freeze 1992), although this account shares the principal insights of the small-clause analysis. On the other hand, in other
syntactic analyses, the coda has been analysed either as a VP adjunct
(McNally 1992, Francez 2007, 2009) (cf. (6a)) or as a post-nominal
modifier (Barwise and Cooper 1981, Williams 1994) (cf. (6b)).
(6)

a.		

S
VP

there
			

VP

V
be
b.

		

		

XPcoda

NPpivot

S
VP

there
			
			

		

V
be

NPpivot
		

N

		

XPcoda
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The accounts illustrated in (6a-b) are inspired by the view that
existentials are impersonal constructions with an expletive subject
and with the pivot as an argument of an existential verb (Milsark
1974, Williams 1984). We return to these accounts below. The syntactic role of the coda in a particular type of existentials, i.e. eventives
(Leonetti 2008), is the object of Villalba’s contribution to this volume.
2. Theoretical background and open questions
Existential constructions have received a great deal of attention since Milsark (1974). The bulk of the research has investigated
the constraints on the pivot or definiteness effects (henceforth
DEs). Two principal hypotheses have been advanced. The first is
the idea that existentials are impersonal structures (Milsark 1974,
1977, 1979, Perlmutter 1983) in which the pivot must be indefinite
because it is an object in object position (subjects are not indefinite). The second is the view that existentials are locative structures (Freeze 1992) whereby definite noun phrases must move to
the pre-copular position, thus leaving the post-copular position
solely available for indefinite pivots (see *there are the students,
with unstressed there, which is ungrammatical in most contexts).
Freeze’s (1992) view extends to possessive predications, which, like
existentials, are claimed to derive from the same underlying locative
structure. The Swahili data analysed by Marten in this volume highlight some degree of relatedness between existential, locative and
possessive structures. The analysis of negative existentials offered
by Veselinova, however, suggests that existential sentences and locative predications are separate constructions.
Both the impersonal and the locative hypotheses seek to explain
the DEs in terms of the syntactic position of the pivot. They are thus
challenged by any DEs that do not reduce to the syntactic position
of this noun phrase. In archaic Campidanese and in Nuorese and
Logudorese Sardinian, both definite and indefinite pivots are allowed.
However, definite pivots co-occur with the reflex of esse ‘be’, and control agreement on this copula (7a), whereas indefinite pivots normally
co-occur with invariant habere ‘have’ (7b). The Sardinian DEs were
first investigated by La Fauci & Loporcaro (1993, 1997), who claimed
that impersonality does not depend on the position of the noun phrase
per se, but rather on the combination of indefiniteness and the postcopular position.
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(7)

a. Bi

		
pf

sun

sas

piseddas					

be.3pl the

girls

b. B’

at			

medas

piseddas

		
pf

have.3sg

many		

girls

(Logudorese: Bono)

		 ‘There are the girls’

		 ‘There are many girls’

Subsequent work on the Sardinian DEs has indicated that there
are systematic deviations from the expected pattern, i.e., that the
default agreeing copula esse is not only selected with definite pivots
but also with classes of putatively indefinite ones, as shown by the
examples below.
(8)

a. B’

		
pf

est		solu un dischente
be.3sg only

a

in iscola			 (Nuorese: Orosei)

student		 in school

		 ‘There is only one student in the school’
b. No
		not

ddu

est / (n)c’ est

pf		

be.3sg

		 ‘There is nobody’

pf

nemus.		

(Campidanese: Sardara)

be.3sg nobody

These findings suggest that, whilst being morpho-syntactically
encoded, the DEs are semantically and pragmatically determined
(Bentley 2004, 2010, 2011).
The relatedness between the DEs and the semantics of the subject is the focus of work by Beaver, Francez & Levinson (2005), which
in turn draws upon Mikkelsen (2002). Starting from the findings of
the typological literature (Clark 1978), Beaver, Francez & Levinson
(2006) observed that, across languages, existential constructions differ from canonical copular sentences in several ways: word order,
copula selection, locative proforms, verb agreement, etc. These differences correlate with a contrast between the semantic properties
of pivots and those of the subject of canonical copular constructions:
noun phrases are realized as existential pivots when they lack properties that would make them good subjects. The competition between
canonical copular constructions and existential constructions is thus
claimed to be the essence of the DEs, which are gradient, rather
than categorical, and are defined by the probability of occurrence of
a hierarchy of noun phrase classes in subject or pivot function. The
language specific interaction of markedness constraints on the subject
determines the crosslinguistic variation in the DEs. This is the topic
of Bentley, Ciconte & Cruschina’s contribution to this volume, which
focuses on Italo-Romance, and draws upon bentley (in press).
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Francez (2007, 2009, 2010) shifts the focus of research on existential constructions to the following question: what kinds of proposition do existential sentences express? The proposed solution is that
existentials (There be NPpivot XPcoda) are context-dependent propositions where the pivot is a Generalized Quantifier, and hence a predicate, whereas the coda is a modifier providing the scope of quantification.2 Within this account, the DEs arise from the analysis of pivots as
predicates, since predicates are by default focal. Noun phrases with
properties of topics are blocked from occurring in the construction, if
there is a truth-conditionally equivalent proposition in which they are
topics rather than foci (Francez 2007: 99). Accordingly, the DEs are
not the core issue in the analysis of existential sentences, but rather
an epiphenomenon of their semantics.
Despite the size of the existing literature on existential constructions, which we barely touched upon in the above discussion, there
remain a number of open questions. We can only mention some here.
First, can Francez’s (2007) semantic analysis of the pivot as a predicate be extended to constructions of the form There be definite NPpivot
XPcoda? Indeed, are such structures to be analysed as existential sentences? It has been suggested that these constructions must be construed as locative structures in order to be deemed to be grammatical
by native speakers (see Moro 1997: 154 and Zamparelli 2000: 69,
196-200 for Italian, and Remberger 2009 for Sardinian). The contrast
between existentials and locative predications, i.e., structures of the
type The NP be LocP, has received some attention both in the semantic literature (Koontz-Garboden 2009, Leonetti 2008: 136, Zamparelli
2000: 69, 196-200) and in the typological one (Dryer 2000: 242-243).
In the semantic literature it has been argued that existentials can
be diagnosed distinct in truth conditions from locatives (KoontzGarboden 2009). However, broad crosslinguistic analysis suggests
that there are languages which do not formally differentiate between
structures which presuppose existence and structures which assert or
deny it (Dryer 2000: 243, Koch 2012, Levinson 2006, cf. (9)), and the
rationale of the contrast between the grammars which do and those
which do not is to date poorly understood.
(9)		 Kémi

kîgha kapî k:oo ka			

tóó.		

		

fruit

sits

mango

cup

in

deictic.tam

		

(Yélî Dnye)

		 ‘The ripe mango is in the cup / There is a mango in the cup.’
		 (Levinson 2006:165, 177)
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Drawing upon Leonetti (2008), Cruschina (2012) suggests that,
at least in Italo-Romance, the structures illustrated in (10a-b) should
be distinguished.
(10) a. There be definite NP, XPcoda
b. There be indefinite NP XPcoda

In (10a), the definite noun phrase is the focal argument of an
predication, i.e., a predication with a topical locative predicate, which is separated from the rest of the clause by
a pause. The proform is a locative resumptive propredicate clitic.
Contrastingly, the structure is (10b) is an existential construction
proper, where the indefinite noun phrase is the predicate, while
the proform is a proargument spelling out a non referential topic
that provides the contextual domain of the existential predication
(Francez 2007, Parry 2010, Pinto 1997, Tortora 1997).
The view that, in (10a), the proform retains its original locative
function is supported by the analysis of early Italo-Romance sources
(Ciconte 2009, 2011). Latin, the mother of Italo-Romance, did not
have a proform in existential constructions.

inverse locative

(11) Est
be.3sg

modus

in rebus, sunt certi		

fines		

measure.nom

in things

boundaries.nom

be.3pl certain.nom

(Latin)

‘There is a measure in things, there are some boundaries’
(Horace, Sermones, 1, 1, 106-107)

The emergence of the proform in early Italo-Romance (13th-15th
century Tuscan) is attested first in unmistakeably locative predications with a focal definite argument, where the proform is referential
and occurs in complementary distribution with a locative phrase.
Only at a later stage (16th century) is the proform generalized to
genuine existential constructions with an indefinite pivot, where
the proform is not in complementary distribution with a locative
phrase. Some valuable insights on Romance proforms are offered by
Remberger in this volume.
A further type of pseudo-existential, which is referred to as presentational in Cruschina (2012), is characterized by a special coda,
which does not modify the sentence in locational terms, but rather
introduces a subject-predicate relation into discourse.
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(12) a. C’è		

tuo fratello che ti			

		
pf be.3sg your brother

who

2sg.obj.cl

aspetta da un’ora
wait.3sg

since one hour

		 ‘Your brother has been waiting here for you for an hour’
		(lit.: ‘There’s your brother that has been waiting for you for an hour’)
b. C’è 		
		

pf

Mario che si è

be.3sg Mario

who

refl

fatto male

be.3sg done

bad

		 ‘Mario hurt himself’ (lit.: ‘There’s Mario who has hurt himself’)

Presentational sentences are not existential constructions. In
fact, they are not subject to definiteness restrictions (see (12a-b)),
they may lack locative anchoring, and the noun phrase does not
have predicate properties, but rather is introduced as the subject of
the subsequent predication (Cruschina 2012: 98). Some of the issues
related to this construction in Catalan are addressed by Villalba in
this volume.
The attention to existentials and related issues is still very
much alive in the current international research arena, as witnessed by workshops devoted to these topics (for example, the workshop on Definiteness Effects organized as part of the 2012 Annual
Conference of the German Linguistic Society, Jahrestagung der
Deutschen Gesellschaft für Sprachwissenschaft, DGfS, Frankfurt,
March 2012). Peculiarly, there are only very few recent collections of
papers specifically devoted to existential constructions. One such a
volume is Existence. Semantics and Syntax, edited by Comorovski’s
and Heusinger (2007), which stems from a workshop held at the
University of Nancy in September 2002. Despite its title, this volume mainly concentrates on the semantics of the construction, and
only few chapters adopt a crosslinguistic perspective. In the spirit
of Beaver, Francez and Levinson (2005), we hope that this thematic
issue of the Italian Journal of Linguistics will begin to fill this regrettable lacuna by broadening the horizons of the existing research to
micro- and macro-variation in existential constructions.
3. Scope and structure of the volume
This thematic volume is the first output of a project entitled
Existential constructions: An investigation into the Italo-Romance
dialects (www.manchester.ac.uk/existentials, Arts and Humanities
Research Council, grant AH/H032509/1). The objectives of the project
are both theoretical, as we seek to shed new light on the discoursesemantics-morphosyntax interface in existentials, and empirical,
8
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in that we aim to create an atlas of the existential constructions of
Italo-Romance, to be understood here in the broad sense of Romance
dialects spoken in Italy. To test our hypotheses, we conducted extensive fieldwork in Italy, interviewing speakers of 138 dialects. Our
body of data is available on our website in a set of streaming media
audio-files. Whereas the principal focus of the project is on microvariation in a family of closely cognate languages, in June 2012 we
hosted a symposium (The Manchester Symposium on Existentials),
which aimed to stimulate theoretical debate in the light of novel evidence from as wide a range of languages as possible. In this issue, we
include a selection of the papers from the symposium, in accordance
with a trajectory which spans from micro-variation to macro-variation. The volume is thus structured as follows.
Bentley, Ciconte and Cruschina examine the micro-variation in
the control of finite (number) agreement on the copula by the pivot of
existential constructions, arguing that this depends on the variation
in the tolerance of marked subjects. Following a tenet of Optimality
Theory, the authors understand subject markedness as the relation
between a discrete syntactic function and its semantic and pragmatic
correlates. A class of pivots which proves to be particularly resilient to
the control of agreement is the class which exhibits cliticization with
an outcome of Latin inde ‘of it’, ‘of them’. The markedness of these
pivots as subjects is claimed to depend on the lack of topicality, specificity, and argumentality, the three properties which are relevant to
subjecthood across Italo-Romance, as well as the split focus structure
involved in inde-cliticization.
The problem of the coda in existential sentences is addressed
by Xavier Villalba, who investigates eventive existentials in Catalan
(Cruschina’s 2012 presentational pseudo-existentials). Villalba
defends a VP adjunct analysis of codas in eventive existentials,
against the recent claim that this type of existential should be analysed as involving a small clause (Leonetti 2008). In support of his
hypothesis, Villalba provides a robust set of tests regarding the
structural relation between the pivot and the coda and their respective information status. Ultimately, the author concludes that both
the pivot and the coda are part of the assertion, while the topic of the
existential sentence is represented by a null stage topic. In addition to
clarifying and highlighting structural and semantic aspects of eventive existentials, this paper paves the way for further study of the role
of the coda in existential sentences.
Existential constructions are better understood in comparison to constructions that exploit the same grammatical elements
9
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and have developed similar meanings. This is the aim of Eva-Maria
Remberger’s contribution, which analyses deontic existentials (e.g.,
Italian ci vuole il pane ‘we need bread’, lit. ‘there wants the bread’) in
synchronic and diachronic perspective. In Italian and some dialects of
Italy, this special deontic type of existential consists of a modal verb
(corresponding to English ‘want’), and an obligatory etymologically
locative element which is identical to the proform of the canonical
existential construction. Deontic existentials resemble canonical existentials in many other respects: definiteness effects, the postverbal
position of the noun phrase and the agreement between this noun
phrase and the finite verb, or lack thereof. On the basis of these parallelisms, and building upon an existing tradition of study (Remberger
2009, Cruschina 2012), Remberger claims that a distinction must be
drawn between deontic existentials proper, featuring an indefinite
pivot, and deontic locatives, which are characterized by a definite
noun phrase.
Lutz Marten’s paper shifts the focus of the discussion to a different language family, describing and comparing the existential
constructions of Swahili. The main interest of these constructions lies
in their sharing of morphosyntactic properties with other structures,
namely possessives and locatives, which have often been associated
with existentiality. Two principal types of existential construction
are available in Swahili: the locative-possessive construction, formed
with a possessive copula and a locative subject marker, and the
locative-copula construction, involving a locative copula and a nonlocative subject. Marten shows that, whilst expressing existentiality,
these constructions are distinguished by several structural and interpretive differences. He further notes the possibility of adding a predicative clausal complement to the focussed post-copular noun phrase of
both existential constructions. The resulting structure resembles ordinary constructions with post-copular noun phrases modified by a relative clause, but it crucially lacks relative clause marking. Comparable
structures are found in unrelated languages, such as English and
German, and indeed Italo-Romance presentationals featuring a pseudo-relative clause (cf. 12).
Lastly, Veselinova offers a typological account of negation in
existential constructions, capturing macro-variation with the aid
of semantic maps. Crosslinguistically, Existential Negation can be
formally distinct from Standard Negation in form, and consistently
proves to be different in meaning. Accordingly, negative existentials
are claimed to constitute a grammatical construction of its own, in
fact a separate conceptual domain. Given that existential negation is
10
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absolute (it indicates non existence), it is incompatible with locative
predications, where the scope of negation is normally constrained to
the locative predicate. Veselinova’s contribution thus provides a useful test for telling existentials apart from locatives.
We hope that this issue of Italian Journal of Linguistics will
fruitfully contribute to the debate on existential constructions, ultimately favouring further investigation of these structures in the literature on language typology, semantics, and comparative syntax.
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Notes
Note that in Moro’s (1997) account the coda is not part of the small clause
involved in existentials, but is regarded as a VP adjunct. It is instead the (locative)
expletive that acts as the predicate of the small clause. This variant of the small
clause analysis allows Moro to capture the correlations between existentials and
copular sentences in light of his “raising” hypothesis, but leaves open the question
of what it means for an expletive to be the predicate of the existential construction
(see Francez 2007).
2
We should note that although this is the first explicit semantic analysis of pivots as predicates, the hypothesis that pivots are predicates had previously been
put forward in the syntactic literature (La Fauci & Loporcaro 1993, 1997, Williams
1994, Zamparelli 2000, Hazout 2004).
1
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